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Aim:

To investigate the digital capabilities and expectations of teenagers and explore 
whether certain groups within this population require different support



Today
Explain methods
Findings
i. Access

ii. Trying devices

iii. Learning about technology

iv. Using technology to learn 

v. Learning spaces

So far….



Demographics
What is the name of the school (or provision) you attend?  



Ten questions surrounding….
Why and how they use technology?

What makes it difficult/easier to use technology?

How do they decide if they will try a new device/software/app?

How do they learn new things about technology itself?

Why do they use a technology again or keep using after they first try it?

What is their ideal learning environment? 



Pilot and pre-test

In a few lines, please explain why and how you use technology. What do you use it for?
(by technology we mean computers, tablets, ipads, phones, ipods, apps, software …. anything!)

What factors make you decide to use a technology again or keep using it after you first try it? 
Remember, this can be computers, tablets, ipads, phones, ipods, apps, software …. anything!

Finally, think about your ideal place to learn (using technology or not). What would it look like? In 
a paragraph, could you describe your ideal space to us?



Royal Grammar School

Cardinal Hume Catholic School

St Cuthbert’s High School

Gosforth Academy

George Stephenson High School

Monkseaton High School

Wolsingham School and Community College

Discovery School

Heaton Manor 

Venerable Bede Academy

Linhope PRU

Home School

12 Participating Schools



Schools were compared with 
each other using data 
regarding SEN/school action 
plans, free school meals, 
5 A*-C at GCSE, and value 
added score.
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Demographics



Low SES High SES

No, not attending

Yes, attending

Yes attending 

No, not attending

Planned 
University 

Attendance?



Make connections stronger so they don't 
cut out

It would be easier if the internet runs faster 

Fast and consistent internet speed

It would make it easier for me when using 
technology if the internet was free and I 
didn't need to pay, it would be so much 
easier (all)

High SES Low SES

Wifi access

Wifi Access

Power

Power

Individual power stations

Outside sockets to charge device on break 
and at lunch

Power sockets at each desk

Free power boxes for everyone (high SES)

What makes access difficult for you?



high socioeconomic low socioeconomic

classification of schools

reviews no

I just kind of try it

I try it or ask a friend

My teacher knows lots and we did a 
project on it

Sometimes I go to the Apple store and try 
things on a Saturday (low SES)

p=0.007, Chi-Square=11.982, df=3)

For me to personally decide to try a 
new device/software/app i would 
look at the rating and reviews and 
see if they are positive

Go online and see what reviews 
say (high SES)

Read ratings reviews

Ratings/reviews

No ratings/ reviews

No ratings/ reviews

How do you decide to try a new device?



p=0.001, Chi-Square=10.981, df=1

high socioeconomic low socioeconomic

classification of schools

No mention of internet

No mention of internet

Mention of internet

Mention of internet

How do you learn about technology itself?



My school has a technology club you can 
go and try different devices

My teacher showed my how to log on to 
where I do homework

If we finish maths early on a Friday, 
sometimes the teacher lets us go to the 
ICT suite and use ipads (low SES)

High SES Low SES

Teachers

Others

Teachers

Others

How do you learn about technology itself?
I first take friends suggestions and I 
google them to read reviews or watch 
videos to find out more, 

I ask friends at school

All of my friends know lots, so I ask them what 
they think and they let me try it  (high SES)



I was curious about the Solar System and 
as a projecte needed information, I used 
the families new Desktop. 

I use computers in school 

My teacher set some work and we could 
complete it whenever we wanted to

I use school computers to complete 
course work

My teacher knows lots about computers 
and helps me find things (low SES)

High SES Low SES

Teachers

Family/self

Teachers

Family/self

How do you use technology to learn?

My mum signed me up for a online gcse
course

I used information from my dad to figure out 
how to use a Computer better. (high SES)



My ideal place to learn, would be a small dark 
room with dark colours and to be alone so i
could concentrate, with a little bit of music (low 
SES)

The ideal room would have plenty of natural 
light sources/ Windows and be cool. 
Somewhere comfy, with other people but use 
headphones so the sounds don't clash. Big 
screens on the computers/laptops , graphics 
pads for photo editing and drawing, a good 
printer (high SES)

Describe your ideal space for learning

High SES Low SES

Closed spaces

Open spaces

Closed spaces

Open spaces



My ideal place is in a big room with a 
proper computer, with 2 monitors

It would be very peaceful where I am 
all alone. I believe this would allow me 
to enjoy learning just that little bit 
more

The ideal place would be somewhere 
quiet and peaceful because it will help 
me concentrate and learn things I 
wouldn't have much sounds as well to 
also help me concentrate

My ideal place to learn would be in a 
computer room or where there might 
be access to internet (low SES)

Describe your ideal space for learning

High SES Low SES

Technology
No Tech

Technology

No Technology

My ideal space would be very 
spacious with many computers or 
access to computers on tables dotted 
around the place (high SES)



So far…..
All kids want fast access, aren’t discouraged by price and are influenced by peers

Poor kids appear to have less of an expectation surrounding access around technology and 
related requirements

Rich kids use online ratings and the internet in general more to make choices around 
technology

Poor kids appear to want to (or expect to) learn in a quite small area alone

Teachers and schools are vital and play a significant role in making choices about technology 
and learning for poor kids
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